Dear Parents,

We are hoping that all is fine with you and your children in this time of distress. Over a month has passed since we have embarked in a new system of imparting education as formal schooling is at the moment not possible. We trust that both parents and children have well settled into this system.

A gentle reminder dear parents regarding the work sent to you on 15\textsuperscript{th} April 2020 through the school website. We hope your child has completed his work and is well versed with his Capital Letters, Numbers and Number Names from 1 - 10 and his 2\textsuperscript{nd} Language Varnas.

As we continue in our endeavor to constructively channelise the mental energy of your child, we are sending you a few samples of the work which you can set for your child in his school exercise book, to help him to revise the lessons taught and learn in a simple easy manner how to write correctly in Cursive Writing.

Given below is the work we would like you to set it in his \textbf{school four lined exercise book} and supervise him as he does it in his exercise book. For Cursive small letters first he should learn the pattern and then learn to write the letters.

\textbf{English Work :}

1. Revision Of Capital Letters
2. Introduction of Cursive Small Letters
Complete the Alphabet

A_ C_E_
G_I_K_
M_O_Q_
S_U_W
X_Z
A_ D_
G_ K_
M_ P_
T_W
Y_
Match Correctly

Date:

I
K
A
R
G
Complete the spelling

Leaf

Ango

All

Rée

Ish

Ar

Coon

Star
Circle the letter these pictures start with.

Date:

AXJ OLB

CHJ PQS

WDU ZST
uluul-i u w t j y
mpmpmp-n m p
lelele-e l b h k f
cccc-c a d g q
ssssss-s x z
www-v
rrrr-r
0000-0
Write

abcdefg

hijklmn

opqrstuvwxyz
WRITE

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff

Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll

Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr

Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx

Yy Zz
Number Work:

1. Magic Mathematics Workbook Pgs 1 to 14
2. Revision of Numbers and Number Names from 1 - 10

Given below are some samples for the revision of Numbers and Number Names from 1 - 10. We would like you to set this work in his school check lined exercise book and supervise him as he does it in his exercise book.
Fill in the blanks

0  2  4  
6  8  10

0       3       
6       9       

1  3  5
7  8  10

1  4
6  9
MATCH CORRECTLY

0   FIVE
00  FOUR
000  TWO
0000  ONE
00000  THREE
000000  SEVEN
0000000  NINE
00000000  TEN
000000000  EIGHT
0000000000  SIX
COUNT CORRECTLY

- 7 eggs
- 8 balloons
- 6 flowers
- 17 leaves
Numbers from 1–5

Trace the number. Then, colour the group with the same number of things.

2

4

1

5

3
Join the numbers from 1 to 10 to complete the snail. Colour the picture.

Draw and colour any ten things you like.
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NAME:  

Fill in the missing numbers.

TO TO TO

0 2 4 4
Hindi Work:

Children will revise the varnas taught till now in their rough exercise book and learn to write the new varnas in the school Hindi exercise book as given in the sample work below.

Boys will write one page of र in their exercise copy. Refer to the pictures to relate with the varna. Pronounce the varna as ‘Ey’.

Try to draw the given pictures behind or in the next page after writing the varna.
Refer to the pictures to relate with the vaarna.

Pronounce the vaarna as ‘Aye’ R or ‘E’.

\[ \text{spectacles} \] (like this)

Some other words: रखता (Can elephant of special kind)

Draw the given pictures along with the vaarna.

First write and then draw. You can stick pictures too.
Best way to teach the boys write
the vaena is to write "K" in a
reverse manner and to (Κ) —
add cursive "ε" with it. (Κε)
Write one page in the exercise copy
and try to draw/stick the given
picture.

Other words - Κεδ (season), Κετι (name
of a girl)
**Bengali Work** :

Children will continue to practice writing the letters taught in their rough exercise book.

**Art Work** :

Please kindly make your child do the following colouring activities at home.

**Colour Filling Colouring book Pgs 2 - 7**

Once again we thank you for your cooperation and we pray for your safety and that of your loved ones.

Take care and God bless.